MCL-DESIGNER V3
INTUITIVE HIGH-PRODUCTIVITY
DEVELOPMENT ENVIRONMENT
Create enterprise mobile worker applications quickly
and easily for any purpose, in any industry—retail,
manufacturing, warehousing and distribution,
transportation and logistics, government, healthcare, field
service, and more.
FEATURES

Sophisticated Mobile Applications

High-Productivity
Development Environment

MCL-Designer is a high-productivity
development environment for creating
powerful mobile worker, data management
applications with easy cross-platform
portability and forward migration.
Accelerate development time
Accelerate time to market
Accelerate return on investment
Future-proof your applications

Quickly create sophisticated,
enterprise-ready, mobile
workforce, data capture
applications with cross-platform
portability.

Multimodal Applications
Create applications that
combine technologies such
as barcode scanners, touch
screens, keyboards, signature
capture, imagers, radio frequency
identification, displays, printers,
and voice recognition in one
application.

Cross-Platform Compatibility
Import, convert, upgrade, and
enhance your MCL applications
accross a broad range of devices
and operating systems.

MCL-Designer creates intelligent, multimodal
apllications that run on mobile computers.
These applications take advantage of the
latest advances in mobile computing technology — superior operating systems, powerful
processors, crisp color displays, extensive
memory capacities, voice recognition, radio
frequency identification, imaging and wireless
communication.
Control and benefit from the unique
features of each mobile computer
Use whichever inputs/outputs are most
efficient
As a component of MCL-Collection, MCL-Designer helps you benefit from MCL-Collection’s
thick-client architecture.

For example, MCL-Designer can create mobile
applications that operate in real-time or batch
communications modes; in continuously or
casually connected communications states;
in wired or wireless communications environments.
Benefit from MCL’s deployment flexibility to
minimize operating costs while maximizing
worker productivity.

The Power of MCL-Designer
The true power of MCL-Designer comes
from the ease with which capabilities such
as voice recognition are implemented and
integrated. Complex applications are created
in a very short time with the extensive use of
MCL-Designer’s dialogue boxes, radio buttons,
drag-and-drop, cut-and-paste, screen viewer,
screen copy, screen insert, screen delete
features and a library of your own frequently
used MCL objects.
MCL-Designer also includes a Simulator with
an integrated advanced Debugger tool with
line-by-line control of your simulation.

Processes
Implement complex application
logic quickly via MCL-Designer’s
built-in “processes” to facilitate
host access, file manipulation,
mathematical computations,
communications, and more.

Thick Client/Server
Architecture
Create device resident applications that control and take advantage of all the unique features of
each mobile computer.

The simulator includes the ability to simulate
inputs, outputs, host communications
and database access. The simulator can
also receive real barcode scanner input,
send real printer output, perform live host
communications, execute live database
operations, and so on.
The Simulator, Debugger and a Verifier tool
are unsurpassed in the industry for application
development, testing, user training and
application maintenance.

Simulator and Advanced
Debugger

Voice recognition brings many
benefits to your organization:
Increases mobile worker efficiency and 		
productivity
Allows hands-free operation so mobile
workers can focus on other activities, such
as moving goods
Allows eyes-free operation so mobile
workers can focus on other activities, such
as driving a forklift or stocking products

MCL’s unique multimodal
implementation of voice brings your
organization additional benefits:
All data capture methods are handled as
complementary technologies
Customers do not have to choose voice
over other data capture technologies
Mobile workers use whichever data
capture method is most efficient and 		
convenient to perform the task at hand
Work flow can be directed by the host 		
application or by mobile workers

Simulate your application during
development. Debug your application with line-by-line control.
MCL-Designer’s Simulator, Debugger, and Verifier are unsurpassed
in the industry for application
development, testing, and on-going maintenance.

Communications

MCL-Designer & Voice Recognition

Create mobile applications that
transition seamlessly back and
forth between:
Real-time communications and
batch communications
Continuously connected and 		
occasionally connected states
WLAN, WWAN and wired
communications environments

MCL’s multimodal approach gives the mobile
worker the flexibility to use whichever input
method is most convenient and efficient at
the moment. Keyboard entry or voice entry
of a Code-128 case number, or a UPC or EAN
item number is not as efficient as barcode
scanning the case or item number. However,
keyboard entry or voice input of a quantity
variable is more efficient than barcode
scanning a quantity. Furthermore, if your
mobile worker’s hands are full of received
goods, a keyboard input may not be as
convenient as voice input.
Using MCL-Designer Add-on with MCL-Voice
you can easily voice-enable any traditional
MCL data collection application with
automatic speech recognition, ASR; and voice
synthesis text-to-speech, TTS. Voice is simply a
new front-end data input/output to your MCL
applications.

MCL-DESIGNER MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS
Specification

Requirement (min/recommend)

Operating System Windows XP
Windows 2000
Windows 98
Processor Speed
(Mhz)

233/300
133 or higher
486XD 66MHZ

RAM
(MB)

64/128
64
16/24

Free Hard Disk
Space
(MB)

80
80
80

Display

800/600
VGA or higher
VGA or higher
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